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MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
There could be no one in the world who would not enjoy music. 
Leaving out the human being, the birds, animals, and even the plants 
enjoy music. Your programme titled “Natha Vinotham” itself sounds 
wonderful and exciting. The title simply touches variety in music. It is 
beyond doubt that you have chosen the best method to celebrate the 
40th year of the HCPPA-UK, and this is going to be a real feast to the 
music fans of the PPA and the others who would be present there.

I am extremely happy to send this message on the occasion of this 
historical event of the HCPPA-UK and wish that the celebration will be a great success. 
Success of any event organized by the PPA will also be a success to Hartley College. 
Needless to say, this entertaining evening is surely a source of income to the PPA, 
which is beneficial to the College in its continued development activities. I also wish 
and congratulate each and every member of the UK Branch who had endeavoured 
hard for the successful existence of the Association during the past four decades.

Good luck

T. Kalaichelvan

COLLEGE ANTHEM

Hartley, thy sons are we,
To thine honour always wed
Nurtured, taught by thee,
E’er thy way of life we tread,
Lit at thy hearth our flame burn bright,
Always this light we shed.
Service to our nation true and right,
Thy portals ever lend.

Chorus
Hartley forever, that’s our cry
Our motto never let it die,
Hartley forever, out motto ever,
Let there be light

Rise up all Hartleyites
Our mother she doth call,
Scholars and sportsmen vie,
Schooled in her noble halls,
Follow our mentors, proved and tried
They who our ideals guide,
Hold fast your inner light of faith,
Whatever storms shall tide.

Chorus
Hartley forever, that’s our cry
Our motto never let it die,
Hartley forever, out motto ever,
Let there be light
Hartley forever, that’s our cry
Our motto never let it die,
Hartley forever, out motto ever,
Let there be light
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
It is a great pleasure to welcome you all to Natha Vinotham 2023. This year 
Natha Vinotham is special for all the Hartleyites residing in the UK. We are 
celebrating our 40th Anniversary with the proud history. Natha Vinotham 
played a major role in HCPPA-UK history. It is not only contributed to raise 
a substantial amount of money to support our alma mater but also raised 
our profile to fascinating music lovers. 

The first Natha Vinotham was conducted in 2010 using our local artists 
on a small scale. It gave us the way forward for all the future Natha Vinothams. From 2010 
onwards, we arrange Natha Vinotham every year (except in 2020 & 2021) to raise funds to 
support our alma mater and provide excellence music to entertain our members, families 
and friends. 

Every year, we bring a unique musical concept to our Natha Vinotham. This year, Mrs 
Subhasree Thanikasalam, the mastermind behind the revolutionary music series of QFR, 
(Quarantine From Reality) will bring her unique music creation to the stage of Natha 
Vinotham using talented musicians Venkat, Shyam, Xavier, Karthick, Kabilan, Rangapriya, 
Venkata and playback singers Sai Vignesh, Srivardhani, Santhosh, Prathibha and Madhu 
Iyer. I am sure you will experience another remarkable Natha Vinotham in our history. 

Last four decades, our organisation has served our Alma mater in many ways, including 
upskilling students’ academic performance, developing Hartley College's infrastructure and 
supporting extra-curricular activities. The fund collected from Natha Vinotham has been 
spent on various activities. Some of them are listed below;

• Contributed more than £50,000 towards the infra-structure development including 
construction of Canteen, fine arts building and boundary wall around the playground, 
purchasing lands adjoining to the auditorium, Courts Complex and playground. 

• Contributed more than £30,000 towards upskilling students’ academic performances, 
including setting up students’ bursary and providing support to additional English 
language classes.

• Contributed more than £16,000 towards upskilling students’ extra-curricular 
activities, including sports and fine arts.

• Contributed more than £10,000 towards community supports, initiated by Hartley 
College including COVID-19 support and mid-day nutritious food programme.

These all happened because of you. Your support and encouragement gave us the energy 
to do more to our alma mater. I take this opportunity to thank you all for your presence 
and the support you have given us to arrange this concert. I also thank to all our artists for 
making this concert enjoyable.

A special thanks to our sponsors, donors, and everyone who help us to make this Natha 
Vinotham such a great success. Your faithfulness and generosity assist our organisation to 
serve more to our alma mater. I wish you all the very best and have an enjoyable evening. 

Thank You!

Dr R. Sivakumar
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BATTLE OF THE BLUES - 2022
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HARTLEYITES DAY
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40 YEARS OF HCPPA UK
Old boys of Hartley College formed an association many decades ago, entitled Hartley 
College Past Pupils’ Association (HCPPA), which is still in operation and based in Point 
Pedro, mainly to provide support to the school as necessary as well as facilitate social 

networking for the old boys of Hartley.

Hartleyites who lived and worked in Colombo then formed the first branch outside 
Point Pedro and named it HCPPA-Colombo. In 1983, the first overseas body, HCPPA-
UK, was formed largely by the Hartleyites, who were based in Greater London. Royal 
College, Colombo, and HCPPA-UK were the only two such associations in place in the 
UK at that time.

Initially, HCPPA-UK functioned on an informal basis. A small group of well-wishers 
infrequently met to discuss various ways to help the school. One of the early initiatives 
discussed at that time was to send a few computers to school to help the students stay 
in touch with the technological developments that Western students benefit from.

Realising the importance of financial strength as well as the organisational capacity 
to offer such support to the school, the organisation extended its participation by 
promoting it to inform as many Hartleyites as possible. The first such initiative was to 
invite fellow Hartleyites to a lunch held in a school hall, with volunteer members bringing 
various home-cooked dishes. This and other similar initiatives, over the next ten or 
so years, increased the awareness of the HCPPA-UK. The committee also established 
contacts with the school as well as other branches worldwide.

There was a positive blip in the HCPPA-UK operations when former principal, the late 
Mr. W.N.S. Samuel, visited London, but it was the arrival of the late Mr. Pooranampillai, 
who moved to live in the UK in the early 90s, that had a positive impact on the function 
of the organisation, resulting in a major step change in the way it worked. With his 
advice and guidance, a formal organisational structure was put in place, and the entire 
operation of the organisation started to be on a formal footing from then on.

In 1993, a formal election was held to elect a committee consisting of three key 
officials—the president, secretary, and treasurer—as well as committee members, with 
Mr. Pooranampillai appointed as the patron. This committee formalised its objectives, 
drafted the constitution, and formally gained the approval of the first annual general 
meeting (AGM) at the end of that year. The AGM also approved the committee’s proposal 
to host three functions yearly: a fund-raising event, a gala day, and an annual dinner 
with the AGM. Annually, new officers were elected, with the secretary and treasurer 
remaining as members of the committee to provide a degree of continuity. In 1993, 
there were about 150 fee-paying members in the HCPPA-UK organisation.

The fund-raising activities over the years improved and gradually increased the amount 
of funds held by the committee, with the gala day offering a socialising opportunity 
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for the entire families of the old pupils of Hartley. In the early days, the annual dinner 
mainly focused entirely on the college-members experiences, as well as the present 
and future needs of the school. Again, over the years, the format and focus have 
evolved, with increasing importance given to reporting the committee’s actions as well 
as entertainment. Although it has evolved over the years, the constitution, as well as 
the annual structure, are largely still in place.

Since 2010, there has been a major step-up in the cultural and fund-raising program 
by delivering a musical evening called ‘Natha Vinotham'. These concerts have been 
prepared and presented to a very high quality by a group of able members, featuring 
well-known local, Sri Lankan and Indian artists. These concerts have been well-received 
by the audience and have raised significant funds for the organisation.

The association also extended sports activities to include a "Battle of the Blues" cricket 
match against the old boys of the "Jaffna Hindu College OBA UK" every year.

This first committee also successfully raised a sum of money, which was used to set up 
an educational fund to provide bright students at Hartley. The subsequent committees 
gradually improved the outcome of their fund-raising activities over the years. Following 
a couple of years of successful operations, a small number of well-wishers contributed 
reasonably large sums of money to provide similar support to the students of Hartley. 
At this stage, the organisation realised how important it was to secure the funds held 
by the committee and to encourage the new committee to generate further funds 
through their own activities. To this end, independent trustees were appointed. Again, 
this function has evolved, and the current Advisory Committee has taken over the 
trustee’s role.

Initially, the association channelled all its efforts into supporting and funding activities 
through the parent body based in Point Pedro. As overseas branches successfully 
increased their fund-raising ability, it became necessary to channel funds for various 
projects. In 2002, The HCPPA-UK initiated and coordinated the setting up of a global 
trust that Canada's and Sydney's branches joined in streamlining various project 
funding. As a result, ‘Global Trust’ was successfully formed and legally established 
under Sri Lanka’s laws in 2003. The trust was mandated to coordinate between the 
school, the parent body, and other branches in Colombo and overseas.

The committees not only work as operatives, but also act as a consultation committee 
in shaping the future of the association. In this respect, members also meet members 
of the other branches and listen to their comments about their activities and their 
assessment of the need for the college. The success of the association and its longevity 
for four decades is due to its members’ ability to review and adjust the path it takes 
from time to time without making major changes to its objectives and constitution.

By HCPPA-UK
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HARTLEYITES NIGHT 2022
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NATHA VINOTHAM 2022
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NATHA VINOTHAM JOURNEY
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Designations Name

President Dr. R. Sivakumar

Deputy President Mr. S. Jeyavarman

Secretary Mr. A. Malaravan

Deputy Secretary Mr.S. Kokulan

Treasurer Mr. V. Jeyanantham

Committee  Members Mr. R. Kadamban 

 Mr. S. Kajanthan 

 Dr. T. Mukunthan 

 Mr. S. Prabaharan 

 Mr. S. Suthakaran 

 Mr. T. Thayaparan 

 

Advisory Council Members Mr.A.Easwaramohan

 Mr.P.Harichandran

 Dr.V.B. Manimohan

 Mr.C.Krishnamoorthy

 Mr.A.Puvaneswaran

 Mr. S.Sreekumar

 Mr.G.Vigneswaralingam

Vice Patrons Mr. S. Mylvaganam MBE

 Mr. A.N. Sivarajah

HCPPA-UK EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2023
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 "NATHA VINOTHAM" – A MUSICAL JOURNEY ……

 

The Hartley College Past Pupils’ Association of the UK (HCPPA-UK) has been functioning 
since 1983; however, Natha Vinotham (NV), the musical concert, was only formulated 
in 2010. The main objective of NV is to deliver a quality musical concert and generate 
funds for the association to undertake projects at Hartley College. 

NV2010: The first NV was a unique production by Nandini Suthahar for our requirements, 
completely using London-based professional artists along with prolific singer Yadavan 
and dancers from her dance institute. It was a musical show based on a combination of 
ragas but using Tamil cinema songs. This show was well received by the audience and 
generated a good amount of funds; therefore, the Hartley Committee members and the 
rest of the Hartley community wanted the NV to continue to deliver a quality show as 
well as raise funds to uplift the skills of Hartley College students. 

NV2011 was a leapfrog, hosting Unnikrishnan and Saindhavi as singers at Fairfields 
Hall in Croydon with a specially put-together band. It was a house-full show with 1500 
people attending; it was a huge success with substantial fund generation. 

NV2012: The success story continued in 2012 when the legendary singer SPB, Roshini 
and Malathy performed with Chennai’s number-one music band, Lakshman Sruthi, at 
Fairfields Hall, Croydon. It recorded a high-quality musical show and record-breaking 
fund generation with a house-full audience. 

At this juncture, Natha Vinotham has established its brand identity by delivering high-
quality shows with legendary singers, and it has already attracted an audience base 
outside of the Hartley community purely for the show's quality. 

NV2013: Again 2013 was another remarkable year. The Veena legend Rajesh Vaidya, 
Stephen Devassy, Mahathi, and Sathyapragash have performed. It was courageously 
put together—a concert integrating live singing with Veena and keyboard. 

NV2014: Famous Singer Karthik and Swetha with a specially put together 7-piece band 
from Chennai performed. Karthik introduced and performed Tamil songs in a fusion 
format to the live audience and captured the hearts of younger generations.

 NV2015: Again in 2015, Nandini Suthahar put together a special tailor-made musical 
concert combining the singing of Yadavan and Nandini with dances for live singing 
based on classical themes using Tamil cinema songs. 
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NV2016: It was the biggest step-up bringing K. J. Yesudas and a big troupe of Lakshman 
Sruthi to perform at one of the most prestigious venues, the Royal Festival Hall, during 
the Indian musical festival season. The auditorium was full to its capacity of 2500, and 
Yesudas sang from 6 PM to 11 PM, covering many of his memorable Tamil songs as well 
as a few Malayalam, Hindi, and Telugu songs to entertain the respective audiences of 
those languages. This was a huge milestone in Natha Vinotham’s journey. 

NV2017: Tamil playback singers Prasanna and Haripriya performed with London-based 
musicians to keep the NV brand in the market. 

NV2018: The other milestone was laid in 2018 by staging a musical show bringing five 
top musicians from Jaffna, Sri Lanka, including the world-famous Nathaswara Maestro 
Kumaran Panchamoorthy, and combining London musicians. It also included two well-
known singers, Abhay Jodpurkar and Madhu Iyer, from India. This show captivated 
many Tamils’ minds as the Jaffna-based musicians were given the opportunity to 
perform on a big stage in London, combining professional artists from India as well as 
from London.

NV2019: NV continued its presence with another show with super singers Jessica and 
Nirojan both represent the musical aspirations of the younger generation of Tamils.

The Natha Vinotham was on halt during 2020 due to the pandemic; however, a virtual 
musical performance from Chennai was added as the entertainment to the Global 
Hartleyites Forum held in 2021, Madhu Iyer and Srikanth performed as the main singers 
along with four talented musicians presented memorable Tamil songs.

NV2022: The musical live show started again with the famous Vijay TV Super Singer 
band and four super singer finalists, Abhilash, Adithya, Anu, and Mannasi from season 
8, who have recreated Super Singer season 8 in live. It was a mega success and was the 
first biggest show of post-pandemic.

NV2023: This year is a very special celebration of the 40th anniversary of HCPPA-
UK with seven prominent musicians and five well-known singers from Chennai. This 
musical concert is put together by Subashree Thanikasalam who is well known in the 
Tamil cinema and musical circle using her world-famous QFR team, especially to set a 
memorable landmark for Natha Vinotham for HCPPA UK.

Natha Vinotham has fully exploited the market by introducing special logos and using 
digital marketing as a vehicle to take advantage of social media.

Natha Vinotham is a well-established brand identity now for the musical shows by 
HCPPA UK, and the concerts are generally sold out as the audience believes in the 
quality production and execution of musical concerts by HCPPA-UK.

Surely this will grow year by year and produce many more musical concerts in the 
coming years to raise funds for the betterment of the students of Hartley College.

 HCPPA UK 
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184 London Road, 
Hackbridge, 
Wallington 
SM6 7FW

Email: contact@ktsolicitors.com
Phone: 02087732395  Fax: 02087730535

Immigration
Conveyancing 
Licencing 

Litigation
Family 
Landlord & Tenants 
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VOTE OF THANKS

The executive committee of the Hartley College Past Pupils’ 
Association (HCPPA- UK) expresses its gratitude and sincere 
appreciation to the following people and the organisations  whose 
invaluable contributions have made our fundraising event, Natha 
Vinotham, a resounding success.

•	 Subhasree Thanikachalam, all the Musicians and singers 
Srivardhani, Sai Vignesh, Santhosh, Prathibha, Madhu Iyer.

•	 Darbar Organisation for their support in the visa Arrangement.
•	 Members, friends and well-wishers of our association for their enthusiastic support 

on all the activities.
•	 Management of the Dorking Halls
•	 Sound, LED, Video and Lighting – Prosystem services
•	 Food- Mr.Idly
•	 Media Partners- IBC Tamil

We wish to express our deepest appreciation to all the sponsors who generously 
supported our fund-raising event. We couldn't have accomplished it without their 
generous contributions.

•	 Accountancy Group  Aerome Consultants
•	 Amara Jewellers  AMTECH
•	 Best Foods Supermarket,  

Croydon, and Wembley  Embon Cash &Carry
•	 Eazy property  ERSKF Karate Federation
•	 IBC Tamil  JayLux Digital
•	 Jeya & Co Solicitors  KT Solicitors
•	 Leinster Motors  Mr Idly
•	 M&M Family  Praeter Engineering Ltd
•	 Oviya Textile  Prince Foods
•	 R S Printers Ltd  Rubys Catering
•	 Sivarathy Accountants  Sriharans Solicitors
•	 Twenty 20 Estates  V3 Capital Construction

We also extend our sincere thanks to you the audience, without your participation 
this event would not have been such a great success. Your presence and support have 
not only made this event memorable but have also contributed immensely to the 
betterment of the Alma mater we serve.

A Malaravan, 
Secretary 
HCPPA-UK



SIMPLE-BUILDABLE-ECONOMIC SOLUTIONS

•  In-house Design 
& Detailing

• Post-tensioning

• Heavy Lifting

• Strand Jacking

• Bar Stressing

• Specialist Grouting

• Resin Injection

•  Bridge Load Testing 
& Maintenance

SPECIALIST PRE-STRESSING 
SOLUTIONS PROVIDERS

admin@praeterengineering.co.uk

www.praeterengineering.co.uk
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